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Abstract

The need for new improved materials in cutting edge applications is constantly
inspiring researchers to developing novel advanced macromolecular structures.
A research area within advanced and complex macromolecular structures
is dendrimers and their synthesis. Dendrimers consist of highly dense and
branched structures that have promising properties suitable for biomedical and
electrical applications and as templating materials. Dendrimers provide full
control over the structure and property relationship since they are synthesized
with unprecedented control over each reaction step. In this doctoral thesis,
new methodologies for dendrimer synthesis are based on the concept of click
chemistry in combination with traditional chemical reactions for dendrimer
synthesis.

This thesis discusses an accelerated growth approach, dendrimers with
internal functionality, concurrent reactions and their applications.

An accelerated growth approach for dendrimers was developed based on
AB2- and CD2-monomers. These allow dendritic growth without the use of
activation or deprotection of the peripheral end-groups. This was achieved by
combining the chemoselective nature of click chemistry and traditional acid
chloride reactions.

Dendrimers with internal azide/alkyne functionality were prepared by
adding AB2C monomers to a multifunctional core. Dendritic growth was
obtained by employing carbodiimide mediated chemistry. The monomers
carry a pendant C-functionality (alkyne or azide) that remains available in
the dendritic interior resulting in dendrimers with internal and peripheral
functionalities.

The orthogonal nature of click chemistry was utilized for the simultaneous
assembly of monomers into dendritic structures. Traditional anhydride
chemistry and click chemistry were carried out concurrently to obtain dendritic
structures. This procedure allows synthesis of dendritic structures using fewer
purification steps.

Thermal analyses on selected dendrimers were carried out to verify their use
as templates for the formation of honeycomb membranes. Additionally, a light
emitting dendrimer was prepared by coupling of azide functional dendrons to
an alkyne functional cyclen core. A Europium ion was incorporated into the
dendrimer core, and photophysical measurements on the metal containing
dendrimer revealed that the formed triazole linkage possesses a sensitizing
effect.
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